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ABSTRACT

1

This paper endeavors to explain how and why self-presentation
can affect in-game purchase behavior in Fortnite. As one of the
most popular battle royale games in the world, Fortnite employs
a free-to-play business model but enjoys a high revenue by selling skins and cosmetics. Using an online survey (N=247), Study 1
explores how Fortnite players’ play patterns and three theoretical
dimensions of self-presentation (identifiability, self-presence, and
self-disclosure) are correlated to actual spending behavior. Study 2
is an interview study (N=11) that further investigates impacts of
self-presentation on players’ in-game purchase behaviors. Results
indicate that higher identifiability, less self-disclosure, and playing
alone were positively associated with the amount of money that
players spent. In addition, self-presentation could affect in-game
spending behaviors from five main aspects: a high demand for
uniqueness, a desire to establish self-presence, a pursuit for aesthetics, indicating status as a gameplay strategy, and a highlight
of community identity. Our findings not only provide new empirical evidence of nuanced self-presentation practices in spending
behavior in online survival games but also inform future research
on designing effective game mechanisms and engaging gaming
experiences.

Spending behavior in gaming has been an emerging research agenda
in HCI and CHIPLAY due to the increasingly popular free-to-play
business model in the past decade (i.e., publishing a game for free
and then making revenue from selling in-game items for real-life
money). This strand of research has brought together concerns regarding the unique gaming economy [31], macroeconomic trends in
games [7, 8], spending patterns between purely cosmetic and functional in-game items [51], and motivations for spending in games
[6, 17, 31, 43, 53]. Collectively, these studies have highlighted the
unique opportunities for digital consumption that are particular to
the affordances of the gaming technology.
Recent work on in-game purchasing has further revealed that
the focus on individual factors such as self-presentation (e.g., the
desire to be unique or distinguished from others), rather than social
factors identified in most previous studies (e.g., exchange of virtual
goods, socializing, relationship, and teamwork; see [51, 55]), could
motivate players’ digital consumption [6]. Another recent study of
League of Legends also suggests that identification with the virtual
group and self-presentation affects players’ purchase behavior [27].
However, there is a lack of empirical evidence on how and why
various dimensions of self-presentation can affect in-game purchase
behaviors.
In this paper, we view self-presentation as a valuable lens to
further shed light on the nuances of in-game purchase for three
reasons. Above all, self-presentation is crucial for player experience
in avatar-based games as players naturally pay more attention to
"self" in such games. Theoretically, self-presentation highlights both
how identity is portrayed based on the understanding of oneself
and involves how one expects others to perceive him/her. Both may
require the appropriation and customization of "self," leading to
more self-centered purchases. In practice, avatar design is also a
central agenda in game design/industry as the intrinsic motivation
of the player will be greatly increased when identifying with an
avatar [3]. More attachment to avatars and engagement will help
marketing and stimulate purchase motivation.
Specifically, we ground our scientific inquiry on three important
dimensions of self-presentation theories (i.e., identifiability, selfdisclosure, and self-presence) and report findings of two empirical
studies (a survey and a follow-up interview study) that investigate
the complex dynamics between self-presentation and spending in
digital games. We use Fortnite as our research context. Fortnite is a
unique multiplayer online survival game that is well known for its
success in selling in-game items [41]. It only offers cosmetic and
aesthetic in-game items (e.g., changing the appearance/clothing
of one’s avatar) that do not affect the game mechanics. This further highlights the interplay of one’s self-presentation, gameplay
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behaviors, and in-game purchasing. Specifically, we focus on two
research questions:
RQ1: What factors are associated with the dynamics between selfpresentation and spending in Fortnite?
RQ2: Why is self-presentation associated with motivations to spend
in Fortnite?
By answering these questions, we make a number of interlinked
contributions to HCI and CHIPLAY. First, our contribution lies in
the case study itself. We offer empirical evidence to unpack and further explicate the multidimensional influences of self-presentation
on in-game purchase behaviors, which is understudied in prior literature. Second, we highlight that purchasing purely cosmetic items
may also play an important role in tactical gameplay, which may
inform future research on designing effective game mechanisms
and engaging gaming experiences. Third, we provide a new perspective of social influence on digital consumption from a different
identity lens, which contributes to the existing body of literature
on social factors in in-game purchasing.

2.2

Self-Presentation in Games

Based on Goffman’s metaphor of theatrical performance [14], the notion of self-presentation online highlights how identity is portrayed
and experienced as a combination of conscious personal choices
and specific technological affordances of online social spaces. In
particular, a large body of literature in HCI, CSCW, and game
studies have pointed out the importance of avatar-mediated selfpresentation in player experience. The majority of these studies
focus on popular MMORPGs and virtual worlds including World
of Warcraft, Second Life, EverQuest, and Audition [9, 11, 12, 21, 58].
These studies have collectively identified two characteristics of selfpresentation in games. First, different social values such as gender
roles and social norms are integrated and demonstrated in players’ self-presentation through personal choices and customization
of avatars [11, 12, 35, 57]. Second, self-presentation in games also
features experimentation of completely new identities (e.g., crossgender play) or reaffirmation of existing identities (e.g., queerness
gameplay) [10, 21, 39, 58].
Especially, identifiability, self-disclosure, and self-presence have
been identified as important dimensions to understand self-presentation
in games. Identification is the essence of self-presentation because
players need to distinguish themselves from crowds in a virtual
world to increase one’s awareness of self-being identifiable and not
to blend with others [2]. Self-presence represents the connection
between players and their avatars, which guides people to choose
what to present via their avatars [29]. Self-disclosure is a critical
way to make others acknowledge one’s existence and establish others’ perceptions and social expectations of one’s self-presentation.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 In-game Purchase Behaviors
The increasingly popular free-to-play business model has dominated today’s gaming industry. From Asian massively multiplayer
role-playing online games (MMORPGs) [51] to Western games such
as "casual" games or social network games [45, 53, 54], a growing
number of games have been published as "free" (i.e., no upfront cost
for the players) but embedded with various purchasable in-game
items to earn revenue [6, 17].
These items are usually designed to unlock special features or
offer special abilities, characters, or content. Some items also have
functional values for more sophisticated gameplay, including earning more playing time in a session, upgrading a certain skill, and
so forth [52]. However, some of the items are purely cosmetic for
aesthetic values. With these items, players cannot become stronger,
faster, better protected, or functionally enhanced in any way by
using these items [22]. To understand the differences between purchasing cosmetic and functional in-game items, Wohn and Na [51]
found that players who spent large amount of money in a game
tended to spend more on cosmetic items, while those who spent
little money often bought items with functional value that were
important for survival in the game.
More recently, there is a growing research interest in diverse
in-game purchase behaviors. Some endeavored to interpret these
behaviors in the context of the free-to-play model [18] and some
others focused on the motivations and reasons behind in-game
purchases [6, 17, 23]. In general, most studies emphasized social
influences on players’ spending behaviors. In contrast, a small
body of work has also found that self-presentation could play an
important role in players’ in-game purchase behaviors: their digital
consumption is motivated by being unique/separated from others
[6]. Yet little is known about how and why self-presentation, rather
than other social influences, can affect in-game purchase behaviors.
Therefore, it is important to explore self-presentation theories as a
unique lens to further investigate this open space.

2.2.1 Identifiability. In most online games, players have the freedom and flexibility to create and customize avatars to present themselves based on their preferences. In this sense, customizing avatars,
such as the choices of hairstyle and hair color, has become an
important mechanism through which players can construct their
self-identity, [10]. It has also been considered an effective tool for
increasing one’s awareness of self-identification in online social
spaces (i.e., identifiability) [2]. Previous research has showed that
avatar similarity is positively related to identifiability [33, 48]: The
more an avatar is homophilous with the player, the more likely the
player will feel that he/she could be more identifiable to others in
terms of appearances, responses, and personal characteristics [20].
It is worth noting that age affect players’ preferences of the avatar
identifiability. For example, Ducheneaut et. al found that when creating avatars, young people preferred maintaining consistency with
themselves while middle-aged players preferred younger, visually
appealing, and energetic looking avatars [10].
2.2.2 Self-disclosure. Self-disclosure plays an important role in
players’ self-presentation. Very often, players’ self-disclosure behaviors are consistent with the social expectations based on their
self-presentation (e.g., expected gender roles). For example, players
are more willing to disclose personal information to others who use
avatars with a similar age as theirs [30]. In addition, physical attractiveness can affect the willingness to self disclose [5]. Harris and
Busby found that most people view attractive men and women as
displaying a more sociable, happy, adaptable image than unattractive people [19]. Players who have avatars with greater physical
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attractiveness are more likely to perform self-disclosure than those
who are represented by less attractive avatars [56]. Moreover, increased self-awareness of one’s self-presentation encourages higher
self-disclosure [26]: when players realize that they are more similar
to their avatars, there is greater possibility for them to develop
empathetic connections to their avatar and become aware of their
self-presentation [47].

a dip in revenue, Fortnite still made a staggering $1.8 billion by
the end of 2019 [46]. Contrary to most console releases that make
money by selling hard copies or digital versions of the game itself,
Fortnite made its revenue entirely from microtransactions [13]. As
mentioned above, Fortnite does offer players the free access to the
game, but players have to purchase in-game items in order to make
their gameplay experience more enjoyable: they have options to
buy emotes, avatar skins, add-ons, and battle passes via V-buck, a
Fortnite currency [36]. Basically, 1,000 V-Bucks equals to USD$10.
It is reported that 68.8% of Fortnite players spent money on in-game
purchases [4].
In addition, the most unique aspect of Fortnite is that these ingame items are designed to be merely cosmetic with no instrumental
functions to improve someone’s gameplay performance. Items that
players can purchase such as weapons, emotes, and outfits simply
serve as fashionable accoutrements to personalize players’ avatars.
They do not necessarily give a player an advantage in gameplay
but can provide a more pleasing aesthetic experience for Fortnite
players [36].
This unique design feature, therefore, makes the relationships
between players’ desire for self-presentation (e.g., customizing
avatars) and their motivations to spend in Fortnite an interesting
research inquiry. Specifically, we conducted two empirical studies
to answer our research questions. Study 1 was a survey study to investigate RQ1: what factors are associated with the dynamics between
self-presentation and spending in Fortnite? Study 2 was a followup interview study to further reveal RQ2: Why is self-presentation
associated with motiviations to spend in Fortnite?

2.2.3 Self-presence. It is often considered that online games and
virtual worlds can afford high levels of self-presence through avatarmediated communication and actions [24]. Such high sense of selfpresence often leads to the creation of avatars that are similar to
one’s physical or ideal self [49]. Therefore, prior research on selfpresentation in games has focused on the extent to which people
feel the similarity of their virtual self represented by avatar to their
physical self: Lee described such self-presence as "a psychological
state in which virtual self/selves are experienced as the actual self
in either sensory or nonsensory ways" [29]. Jin and Park defined
it as the degree to which players feel as if their avatars on the
screen are their physical self [25]. And Ratan referred it to "the
extent to which some aspect of a person’s proto (body-schema) self,
core (emotion-driven) self, and/or extended (identity-relevant) self
is relevant during media use" [37]. In general, self-presence, as a
difference between a para-authentic avatar and an alter-self avatar,
guides people to choose what to present via their avatars [29].
In this sense, these dimensions of self-presentation have become
important mechanisms of gameplay and crucial components of
player experience that directly relate to avatar appearance (e.g.,
cosmetics) and performance (e.g., functional). Yet how they may
associate with in-game purchasing is understudied. We then introduce Fortnite, a multiplayer survival battle game that only offers
purely cosmetic purchasable items, as our research site.

2.3

3 STUDY1
3.1 Methods
We conducted an online survey in Octorber 2018 that asked about
play patterns of Fortnite as well as psychological perceptions of how
they felt about their avatar. Participants were recruited through
Mechanical Turk, Facebook Fortnite groups, Reddit Fortnite subReddits, Twitter, and through collegiate esports teams. As a filter
question, participants were asked if they had played Fortnite in the
past month. If they had not, they were not eligible to take the survey. Another eligibility criteria was if they spoke/read English. We
received 247 responses. After eliminating data that were suspected
to be bots because they wrote gibberish in open-ended responses,
215 valid responses were used for data analysis.

Fortnite

Fortnite is a "player versus player" online video game developed by
Epic Games and released in mid-2017. It is a survival game (known
as the battle royale game genre) where up to 100 players fight
against each other. To play the game, players can choose from three
modes: solo, duo, or in a small team (usually three or four players).
The game begins with players being skydived onto a small island.
After landing, players must collect weapons, items, resources and
other materials as much as they can while trying to eliminate each
other to be the sole survivor within an ever-decreasing battle arena
[40]. In addition, Fortnite employs a core mechanic of building:
players are able to create platforms and walls to either get a better
vantage point or hide from enemy fire [28].
Fortnite follows a free-to-play business model, allowing users
to download, install and play the game free of charge. To play, a
player needs to create an account by providing an email address
and will be randomly assigned an avatar each time when entering
the game. The avatar skin provides the player a pickaxue, standard
backpack, emotes, and a glider. As the player being airdropped, the
glider will deploy automatically once the player get close enough
to the ground. The pickaxe serves as a melee item and a way to
destroy the environment for resources.
In March 2019, Tim Sweeney, CEO of Epic Games, announced
that Fortnite reached 250 million players. Although there has been

3.1.1 Measures. The survey included several questions related to
Fortnite play patterns, such as time spent playing, frequency of
play, and how long they have been playing the game. For length
of play, the answer options were: "Under one month" "1-3 months"
"4-6 months" "7-9 months" and "more than 9 months." For time,
participants were asked how many hours they spent per week
playing Fortnite– they had to type in a number as a response.
Participants were also asked who they played the game with
and check all modalities that applied: alone against strangers, in
a team with strangers, in a team with friends, and in a team with
both friends and strangers.
We had two variables related to in-game purchases. The first was
a yes/no question of whether they purchased any in-game items
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in Fortnite. The second question asked people how much V-bucks
they spent in the game (V-bucks are the in-game currency used in
Fortnite that can be bought with real money). Participants had to
type in a number for this response. For the psychological variables,
we had three scales to measure identifiability, self-presence, and
self-disclosure. Identifiability was a three-item measure from [50]
with statements "I am indistinguishable from others in Fortnite,"
"I am unidentifiable from others in Fortnite," and "I blend in with
other people in Fortnite" which participants had to rate from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)– the lower score indicates
higher identifiability. Self-presence was a scale that has been used
in the context of avatar research [25, 38] where we asked "While
playing Fortnite how much did you feel as if you were moving
when your avatar moved (e.g., as in flying or dancing)?" "When
playing Fortnite how much did you feel as if your avatar were
an extension of your body within the virtual environment?" and
"When something happens to your avatar to what extent does it
feel like it is happening to you?" These questions had to be rated
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Self-disclosure [34]
was a 10-item index that asked participants to what extent they
disclosed their personal life to strangers such as worst fears or
deepest feelings to a stranger in Fortnite. A higher score indicates
higher self-disclosure.
Demographic questions included age, race, and income.

Younger players, women, and those with higher income were more
likely to spend more. Table 1 shows the statistical results of the
model.
Table 1: Regression model results
Type

Factors

beta

SE

sig

Psychological
variables

Identifiability
Self-disclosure
Self-presence
How long played
Hours of play
Alone
In team w/ strangers
In team w/ friends
In team w/friends
and strangers
Age
Gender
Income

-.68
-1.09
-.29
.50
.16
.93
-1.27
.72
-.14

.19
.20
.17
.18
.03
.41
.44
.43
.50

.000
.000
.092
.007
.000
.022
.004
.092
.784

-.08
-.97
1.22

.03
.45
.32

.015
.031
.000

Gaming habits
Play mode

Demographics

Note: For identifiability, the higher score indicates lower
identifiability; for gender, the higher scale indicates male.

4
3.2

Findings

STUDY 2

Inspired by findings from Study 1, we considered that it was necessary and important to further investigate what aspects of selfpresentation could affect players’ in-game purchase behaviors. We
therefore conducted a follow up interview study.

Our participants ranged from 18 years to 45, with an average age
of 26 (SD= 6). They had been playing Fortnite for at least one
month– the average was between four to six months. On average,
participants spent 8 hours per week playing the game, ranging from
under an hour to 35 hours.
To model the predictors of spending behavior, we ran a negative
binomial regression with the amount of money they spent as the
dependent variable. This regression model is a type of generalized
linear model and is appropriate to use when the dependent variable
is a continuous count variable and its distribution skewed. This was
the case with our data since many participants did not spend any
money. Skewness under 2 is considered to be normal distribution;
ours was 3.65. The dependent variable should also be over-dispersed,
which means the standard deviation is higher than the mean. This
also applied to our data (average number of V-bucks spent in the
game was M= 9,255, SD=19, 457).
The model was significant (Likelihood ratio Chi-square= 117.006,
df= 12, p<.001). Identifiability (M= 3.22, SD= 1.04, Cronbach’s alpha=
.74) was significantly related to amount spent. This means that the
more unique the individual was, the more they spent money (note:
in this scale, lower score is higher identifiability). Self-disclosure
(M=2.08, SD= 1.12, a= .95) was significantly but negatively related
to the amount spent, meaning that the more they disclosed personal
things to strangers in the game, the less money they spent in the
game. Self-presence (M= 2.76, SD= 1.24, a=.91) had no significant
relationship with spending. Length of experience with Fortnite and
hours spent playing per week were all positively related to higher
spending. Those who played alone spent more, while those who
played in a team with strangers spent less. However, playing in a
team with friends was not associated with how much they spent.

4.1

Methods

We contacted several collegiate esports clubs in the United States to
recruit players who had spent money in Fortnite and were willing to
be interviewed. A snowball sampling was also used. All respondents
who agreed to participate were interviewed. As a result, 11 semistructured in-depth interviews were conducted via text, voice or
face-to-face chat based on participants’ modality preferences from
September to October 2019. Out of the 11 participants, 10 are male
and one is female. Participants aged from from 18 to 32 years with
an average age of 20.7 years. All participants self identified as casual
players and had been playing Fortnite ranging from 0.5 to 2 years
(average: 1.4 years). All participants had spent money on in-game
items such as battle passes and skins, ranging from 10 dollars to
2,530 dollars. Interviews ranged from 15 minutes to 60 minutes. In
each interview, open-ended questions regarding players’ spending
behavior and perceptions of their self-presentation in Fortnite were
asked. Examples of interview questions include "Why do you buy
in-game items for your avatar?" "Does buying in-game items for
avatar affect how others (either your teammates or strangers) perceive
you and interact with you in the game? Why?" and "Is there any
difference regarding buying items for your avatar or wearing items
on your avatar between playing alone and playing in a team?" After
the interview, participants were paid $10 Amazon gift card for their
participation.
We then used an empirical, in-depth qualitative analysis [44] of
the collected data to explore how self-presentation is associated
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with motivations to spend in Fortnite. Our analytical procedures
were: 1) all three authors closely read through participants’ narratives to acquire a sense of the whole picture in regards to their
spending behaviors in the game; 2) the first author identified a
preliminary set of six narrative themes (e.g., attachment to avatars,
uniqueness, showing power, and imitation) emerging in participants’ accounts toward how their self-presentation played a role
in spending motivations in Fortnite; 3) all three authors collaborated in an iterative coding process to discuss, combine, and refine
themes emerging in participants’ accounts and then synthesized
the fundamental aspects of the associations between players’ selfpresentation and their spending. For example, authors combined
the theme of showing power with the theme of less likely to be noticed together as a gameplay strategy. Therefore, five final themes
were reported in the findings.

4.2

and identifiability in the crowded game world; and the constantly
updated purchasable in-game items made this possible.
A Desire to Establish Self-presence An avatar, as a digital representation of a player, directly relates to the player’s self-presence
in a game world. P3 (male, 21) illustrated how such an attachment
to his avatar motivated him to buy in-game items:
"I buy skins because I would feel a stronger connection with the
character I play. [...] It’s the same for people and their daily drivers/tools. If a racer loves his car, he might want to customize the color
of it or add accessories to it."
For him, buying items was not only a necessary way to further
customize his avatar but to enhance his feeling of self-presence in
the game – a better connection to his digital representation. Such
an expectation to extend one’s self to his/her avatar is achieved by
proactively controlling what to buy for the avatar, as P1 (male, 22)
said:
"I feel more like myself in the game. I just associate myself in the
game. The outfits look nothing like me but make me feel like my own.
They’re kind of impulse buys too. I feel like maybe it’s more connected
to me with some outfits." (P1)
Therefore, players were often motivated to buy cosmetic items
that made their avatars similar to their physical self. P8 (male, 32)
shared his experience:
"Personally, I feel a benefit to wear a costume over another is if it
fits my fashion sense. I consider myself goofy, and if I saw a goofy
cosmetic, I would buy it. If I can picture myself more as the character
in the game, then yes I’d feel more comfortable identifying as the
character in the game."
For P8, the sense of self-presence in the game was directly built
on how similar his avatar looked/felt like him (e.g., "if it fits my
fashion sense"). The more he could "picture" himself as the avatar,
the more he could be attached to his digital presence in the game.
In addition, self-presence as one’s ideal self also plays an important role in motivating players’ spending behaviors. For example,
P3 (male, 21) and P10 (female, 18) pointed out that they purchased
cosmetic items to create their ideal selves in hopes of gaining higher
confidence and better gaming experience:
"I like the skins that are more robotic, so I feel a lot better when
playing with those skins. By having that kind of feeling, I feel like I
can do a lot better and this is so cool." (P3)
"If I put that try-harder skin on, I feel like I’m gonna try a lot
harder or try to keep up or a little up to the game of using that skin.
Using that skin motivates me to play better." (P10)
In this sense, since all items sold in Fortnite are cosmetics, purchasing such items to better customize avatar appearance becomes
a significant means for players to closely connect with their avatars,
which establishes their self-presence in Fornite.
A Pursuit for Aesthetics As we have shown, a high demand
for uniqueness, which differs from being pretty or cool, is one of the
major motivations to purchase in-game items in Fortnite. However,
this does not mean that aesthetics is not a concern at all. In our
interviews, some participants did mention that they would buy
and wear purely cosmetic items simply to make their avatars look
visually pleasing. P2 (male, 19) and P10 (female, 18) explained this
phenomenon:

Findings

In this section, we identified five aspects of how self-presentation
could affect in-game spending behaviors in Fortnite: a high demand
for uniqueness, a desire to establish self-presence, a pursuit for
aesthetics, indicating status as a gameplay strategy, and a highlight
of community identity.
A High Demand for Uniqueness In our interviews, most participants often complained about the repetition of Fortnite or other
battle royale games: overtime the gameplay became boring because
it was basically grounded on the same model, map, and mechanism over and over. Being unique, therefore, emerged as a high
demand to escape from the boredness and repetition, which encouraged them to purchase in-game items in Fortnite. As P3 (male,
21) said: "skins are a way for players to differentiate," players largely
depended on purchasing cosmetics items to change and customize
how they looked in the game in order to present their uniqueness
among thousands of players. P2 (male, 19)’s account described this
mindset:
"If the game becomes such a big part of people’s lives, kind of a
community life, you would want to be unique in such a big part of
your life."
It should also be noted that being unique does not mean being
"pretty" or "cool." Rather, it highlights the need to be easily identified
or recognized in the community, as P7 (male, 18) revealed, "having
some skins that people don’t have makes you be recognized by others."
For him, purchasing a skin had nothing to do with making himself
look nice but was motivated by being acknowledged.
In addition, some players also streamed their gameplay. This
special role further heightened their demand for uniqueness in
their self-presentation in order to attract their audience. Therefore,
such desire to seek attention also drove them to purchase in-game
items. P1 (male, 22) and P10 (female, 18) explained such motivations:
"A streamer probably wants to put on something more unique to
attract more viewers. So they can show their own personalities." (P1)
"I also stream. In my opinion, it’s good to show off my skins to my
viewers." (P10)
In summary, many players expected to be unique in Fortnite in
hopes of distinguishing from others or for attracting viewers. Either
way they would like to establish a unique identity and express
their personalities by how they look. They demanded diversity
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"I guess it’s just based on the physical appearances for characters.
Fortnite has great character designs. People really like the appearances." (P10)
"From time to time I’ll go through all my cosmetics and try to make
the coolest looking outfit but it’s never held any significance." (P2)
In fact, customizing avatars for aesthetic purposes has constituted a main way through which players felt enjoyful and entertained in their gameplay. For example, P5 (male, 19) and P8 (male,
32) explained,
"If it looks cool, I will enjoy it and I buy the emotes offered in the
shop with my vbucks as well and sometimes certain avatars are funny
when paired with that emote." (P5)
"I enjoy purchasing select cosmetics to experience the game developers artistic side." (P8)
For P5, though buying cosmetic items did not affect his gameplay,
he was still willing to make such purchases because they were "cool"
and "funny." Such activities, despite being out of scope of the main
gameplay, made him further enjoy the gaming experience. P8, in
contrast, highlighted an aesthetic point of view: purchasing such
cosmetic items gave him an opportunity to explore and appreciate
the artistic design of the game. This experience obviously added to
his enjoyment in the game.
Such a pursuit for aesthetics, therefore, makes players not satisfied with the basic settings (e.g., a default skin) but willing to
purchase a wide range of cosmetic items to beautify their avatars.
Indicating Status as A Gameplay Strategy All purchasable
items in Fortnite are designed as purely cosmetic, which means
they would not change any game mechanics or affect players’ game
performance in any functional way. Interestingly, players tactically
play around this rule by using such items to signal their status as a
gameplay strategy. For example, certain skins represent the time
period that a player has been playing Fortnite thus can indicate how
experienced the player is. P2 (male, 19) believed that the releasing
time of a certain skin and the "sell once" mechanism gave out the
hint:
"One of the skins that a lot of people focused on for a long time is the
very first Halloween outfit. It’s called skull trooper and after that they
never sold it again. People who have that skin are actually considered
to be experienced because it means that they were playing the game
and bought it from the beginning when the game was released."
Along with this logic, such skins also indicate skill levels to some
extent. It is generally believed that a longer period of playing time
suggests more practice and experience, leading to better gameplay
skills and excellent game performance. P7 (male, 18) explained this
argument,
"Some skins came out in the first two week and they wouldn’t be
sold again. So people who have those are likely to be skilled and much
better at playing the game because they have been playing it for a
really long time."
Therefore, some players used this psychology on purpose to intimidate other players. P3 (male, 21) and P5 (male, 19) revealed how
this could be an effective gameplay strategy to avoid unnecessary
combats with other players, leading to an easier survival:
"Having a skin may be[...]a deterrent for other players. Because
other enemies want to avoid someone that might have a skin that’s
associated with achievements in the game." (P3)

"There are legacy skins. If you have one, it means you’ve been
playing for a long time. Other people would see you as a good player
so they would decide whether or not to attack you or back off." (P5)
Meanwhile, players’ perception of the association between skins
and skill levels also applies to ordinary and less fancy skins: they
are more likely to be associated with lower skill levels. P10 pointed
out, "without having some skins, people think you are bad. They
condescend you as well."
Some players also took advantage of this perception to benefit
their gameplay. P2 (male, 19) described this strategy:
"They all think cosmetics equal to skills. When pro people like me
and my friends want to win, we would take off our shroud jackets so
other people don’t know we are actually good. Then it’s easier for us
to win."
For P2 and his friends, instead of using unique skins to indicate
rich experience and high skills, they intentionally put on ordinary
or default skins. In this way, they pretended to be new and lowskilled players to confuse their enemies, making them more likely
to win.
Another tactic gameplay strategy by using cosmetic items is to
blend in the game environment and keep a low profile through
choosing outfits with dark colors. P5 (male, 19) and P8 (male, 32)
explained that the benefit was to reduce the risk of being targeted
easily:
"If you buy a dark skinned person you could be seen less." (P5)
"Some cosmetics will bring attention to your character, which would
be a bad thing for you if you were hiding. Bright colors (e.g., red, orange, yellow) can make you a primary target when multiple opponents
are in a player’s field of view." (P8)
According to them, the unique, attractive, or bright cosmetic
items were double-edged swords in the actual gameplay. While
they signal a player’s status (e.g., highly skilled) or make the avatar
pretty, they can also draw unnecessary attention and more enemies.
Therefore, the best way to play the game, which is especially a survival game, is in fact using plain items to make a player "unnoticed."
In general, players have described multiple strategies to benefit
their gameplay through using purely cosmetic in-game items. For
them, it was still important and necessary to purchase such items
so they could win battles in a more flexible way, making surviving
in the game more interesting and exciting.
A Highlight of Community Identity To some extent, the
sense of community identity also affects how players present themselves in the game and motivates them to make in-game purchases.
In Fortnite, players can choose from three modes: solo, duo, or in a
small team (usually three or four players). If in a team play mode,
players felt that it might be important to buy a skin that matched
their teammates:
"Sometimes, I do a different outfit to match my teammates" (P1,
male, 22) and "if they all wear the skin, I will match them" (P10,
female, 18).
However, such purchases are not driven by the peer pressure to
"imitate" their teammates. Rather, P3 (male, 21) pointed out,
"If I can match with my group, then that would be more fun because
we all have team skins. I think we can build confidence and a sense
of community with friends in a group play. It’s just a way to make a
stronger connection. It’s just more mental thing."
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According to P3, to play with teammates in a survival battle game,
having an unified outfit was not simply to mimic what others do but
an effective means to connect them together and build confidence,
which was crucial to win. In order to achieve this goal, all team
members would have to purchase own the same certain outfits in
advance. Another sense of community identity emerges in the idolfan culture from other media. For example, P2 (male, 19) purchased
items based on his idol’s avatar’s outfits:
"For me, I’m a fan of Shroud, he uses cool cosmetics. [...] if you are
a fan of something, you will want to get one. Not because to stand
myself out in the big part."
For him, his purchase was not driven by any of the motivations
that we have described above but simply a need for belongingness
in the idol-fan community. Building, demonstrating, and expressing his identity and connection in that community, therefore, was
important for his self-presentation in Fortnite through in-game
purchases.

5

who teamed up with strangers were likely to spend less money,
Study 2 acknowledges players’ motivations to purchase outfits to
match their teammates. It should be also noted that playing with
friends as a team was not associated with how much players would
spend. One plausible reason may be that effective and positive
relationships and communication had already been established between team members before forming the team. Therefore, the need
for building team identity by customizing avatars may become less
urgent.
In addition, self-presence itself was not significantly associated
with spending in Study 1. Yet, self-presence is closely related to
self-disclosure that shows significant relationship with spending
in Study 1. Participants in Study 2 also reported an increased selfpresence through their avatars as they continued to establish emotional attachment with their avatars by customization. Drawing
on the fact, avatar-based games can market and release various
game-related items based on virtual items in the game - e.g., 3D
physical figurines of avatars with popular weapons and skins in
the game. Furthermore, findings of Study 2 show that the motivation to be unique from others (i.e., identifiability) either as an
individual or as a team/community often leads to more in-game
purchase. In this sense, the increased in-game purchase appears to
contribute to stronger self-presence through customized avatars,
then encouraging more self-disclosure, which is consistent with
previous literature [26].

DISCUSSION

To answer RQ1 (what factors are associated with the dynamics between self-presentation and spending in Fortnite?), Study 1 has shown
that being unique (i.e., identifiability) was positively associated with
the amount of money that players spent in Fortnite and more selfdisclosure to strangers was negatively associated with spending.
However, self-presence was not a significant factor. In addition,
those who played alone were more likely to spend more. To answer
RQ2 (why is self-presentation associated with motivations to spend in
Fortnite?), Study 2 has highlighted five aspects of self-presentation
that could affect in-game-spending behaviors in Fortnite, namely, a
high demand for uniqueness, a desire to establish self-presence, a
pursuit for aesthetics, indicating status as a gameplay strategy, and
a highlight of community identity. In this section, we use these findings to discuss the implications of this work for existing literature
on self-presentation, spending motivations, and digital consumption in gaming.

5.1

5.2

The Interplay between Cosmetic and
Functional In-Game Purchase

Another interesting implication of this work is for better understanding the interplay between cosmetic and functional in-game
purchase. In our study, some participants did buy purely cosmetic
items merely for the purpose of aesthetics. This is consistent with
findings in previous literature that players intended to improve
the avatar appearance by spending on aesthetic items [32]. However, our findings further highlight that such a pursuit was beyond
"looking visually pleasant." Rather, it was closely tied to different
aspects of players’ self-identity and their strong demand for individuality and uniqueness [15]. Therefore, we suggest that game
companies can release limited edition skins or weapons to attract
players. Game designers can also benefit from understanding game
skin contests winners’ work to design more aesthetically pleasing
and special skins.
More importantly, our findings highlight that the way players
use these cosmetic items could even be strategic and tactical. Due
to the special sales methods in Fortnite (e.g., certain skins were
only sold when the game was launched), to some extent purely
cosmetic skins can still signal the length of gameplay experience
and the level of game skills. Therefore, how to use one’s skin and
perceive others’ skins became a gameplay strategy. For example,
some experienced tended to wear their legendary skins to correctly
signal their skills to others. Though their skins did not employ
any functional power in their gameplay, they still "show power"
to intimidate other players. In contrast, some others used skins
to misrepresent their real skills on purpose. In doing this, their
strategy was to confuse enemies and conduct surprise attacks in
order to benefit their gameplay and win.

The Complex Dynamics between
Self-Presentation and Spending in Fortnite

Collectively, results from Study 1 and 2 highlight the complex dynamics between self-presentation and spending in gaming. As important dimensions to understand self-presentation in games, identifiability and self-disclosure were both significantly associated
with the amount of spending in Study 1. In other words, being
unique and distinguishable from others was a significant desire for
players to spend more in the game (e.g., to customize themselves).
This finding is consistent with what previous research on avatar
customization: studies have shown that customizing one’s avatar
to virtually unique from others had a strong impact on players’
purchase intention [6, 16].
Participants’ accounts reported in Study 2 not only further empirically supported this findings but also highlighted other contexts
of identifiability. For example, some players spent in the game to
customized their avatars so as to reinforce their team identity or
idol-fan community identity. In this sense, they endeavored to be
unique and distinguishable from others not only as an individual
but also as a team/community. Though Study 1 shows that players
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with branded skins, which will be watched by all viewers. This will
become an opportunity for game companies to earn revenue by
collaborating with clothing brands. It will also motivate general
players to follow their idol players or famous steamers to buy the
same items.
Again, this social influence is not from a friend or peer but from
a subculture - the motivation to be attached to a gaming community
surrounding a certain celebrity. In this sense, such cross-platform
and community identity driven social influence further highlights
new social phenomena and practices that affect digital consumption
in gaming.

In this sense, the decision-making process to assess which skin
one should wear and how to react to others’ skins in Fortnite can be
highly tactic and subjective. In a regular war game, everyone can
be in camouflage and there is no explicit or implicit visual cues that
help players assess others’ skills and articulate gameplay strategies.
Yet in Fortnite, the interplay between cosmetic and functional ingame purchase not only makes the gameplay more fun, competitive,
and engaging but also more enjoyable to watch. This perspective
may also transform the traditional understanding of purchasing
cosmetic items in games: it is not a useless behavior to purchase
pixels but a necessary gameplay strategy, which may inform future
research on designing effective game mechanisms and engaging
gaming experiences. Inspired by this, we suggest that some skins
or weapons can be designed to more clearly reveal players’ skill
level or abilities. For example, top ten players can be given certain
skins that reflect their rankings.

5.3

5.4

Limitations and Future Research

The study only focused on self-presentation and in-game purchase
behaviors in one game (Fortnite) and did not investigate similar
behaviors in other games that also sell cosmetic only items. Future
work would include a cross-platform study to compare how different game genres and mechanics would play a role in players’ selfpresentation and in-game purchase behaviors. More efforts would
be conducted to recruit more female interviewees to explore the
gendered perspective regarding self-presentation and in-game purchase behaviors. In addition, our findings raise a thought-provoking
question: would in-game purchase empower self-expression for
players or act as a way for the game company to manipulate players’ desires for self-expression to get them to spend more? We
will incoporate the tensions between players motivations to better
present themselves and the game company’s desire to make profits
into our future research.

A New Perspective of Social Influence on
Digital Consumption

Lehdonvirta’s work in 2009 already identified social attributes as
some of the main spending motivations in virtual goods purchase
[31]. Since then several studies have discussed that a number of
social factors play significant roles in spending behavior in games,
including social influence such as peer pressure [15], social values [42], social presence [1], and social interaction [17]. However,
in the research we highlight social influence on digital consumption from a different identity lens: while players’ self-presentation
could affect their in-game spending behaviors in Fortnite, such
self-presentation was intertwined with a community-identity perspective that differed from peer pressure or a pure motivation to
imitate friends.
Our findings reveal that players expressed different clothing
selection preferences in different game modes. There was no established consensus on how one should dress when playing alone:
players often chose their outfits based on their personal preferences at the moment. In contrast, when playing in a team, players
sometimes spontaneously put on a uniform outfit, which became a
natural way for players to bond together as a team. Yet this choice
was not out of social influence such as peer pressure or to imitate friends. Rather, players were encouraged to put on a uniform
skin rather than a more unique personalized skin to develop selfconfidence, better team cooperation, and deterrence to enemies –
in other others, to win/conquer as a team.
In addition, some players also mentioned the idol-fan culture
as as a special case of community identity that affected their selfpresentation and in-game purchase. Nowadays, the gaming culture
is increasingly become a cross-media culture due to the popularity of live streaming: players play games simply because they are
gamers, or they play games because they need to stream the gameplay for diverse audiences. Therefore, some popular live streamers
become "idols" for the players who follow their streams. In this
sense, buying the same in-game items and outfits as their idols
become an effective way for some players to express their identities
and emotional connection to a specific idol-fan community. Game
companies can take advantage of such idol-fan culture in games to
introduce famous idol players to game streaming and provide them

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have explored how and why three important dimensions of self-presentation, namely, identifiability, self-disclosure,
and self-presence, are associated with spending in Fortnite, a unique
multiplayer online survival game where players can only purchase
purely cosmetic in-game items (e.g., skins and outfit). Using an
online survey and a follow-up interview study, our findings have
shown that higher identifiability, less self-disclosure, and playing
alone were positively associated with the amount of money that
players spent. We have also highlighted that these dimensions of
self-presentation can affect in-game spending due to players’ demand for uniqueness, self-presence, aesthetics, indicating status as
a tactic gameplay strategy, and building a community identity. We
believe that these findings not only shed light on the complicated
dynamics among self-presentation, gameplay, and spending in modern games, which contributes to the emerging research agenda on
spending behaviors in gaming, but also inform future model of
designing and publishing digital games.
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